
Warm greetings once again from the Lunds in
Kitwe. To the right is a picture from this

year's graduation ceremony which took place
recently. The shot is taken inside our local church
building (Mindolo) where the event was hosted. Six
probationary ministers and two deaconesses were
awarded their hardearned qualifications in front of
an appreciative crowd. It was a moving occasion
and a tangible fulfilment of the college's mission.
Something that would not be possible without the
labours of those who work at the college and all who
support them. After the presentation I was able to
catch up with our graduands and hear news and
experiences from their far flung placements in rural
Zambia. It is heartening to find out that what they
had learnt at college was already being put to use
building up the Christians within the UCZ.Some of the current students have begun their

holidays whilst others continue their practical
studies through the HIV training programme. This
programme is facilitated by my colleague Deepak
and is taught by a range of local health
professionals. Last week the first and second year
students completed a course in psychosocial
counselling and this week they are learning about
homebased care for the sick, orphaned, vulnerable
and children. At the end of second semester they
will also be trained to be trainers so that they can
pass their skills onto others. These practical pastoral
skills are already showing their worth among the
communities where previous students have taken
them.Nearly all of my students acquitted themselves

well in their exams showing how much they
had learnt over the course of the semester. I was
particularly pleased that some of my third year
students, who had approached the book of
Revelation with trepidation, were positively
enthusiastic about it by the end of the course.

For me it is time to catch up on some of the other
jobs that have had to wait during the rush of

teaching. This includes maintaining and upgrading
the ICT resources at the college, ordering a stack of
(160+) new resources for the library and helping the
other staff prepare their reading materials for the
second semester. I have two new courses of my own
to prepare and teach for the coming semester,
making a total of four. The month of intersemester
break is disappearing fast and I have not yet done
the groundwork that I need to bring some of the

Moses being congratulated by the UCZ
General Secretary.
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college projects I am involved in closer to fruition.I will continue working towards all of these
objectives until we are delightfully interrupted by

a regional Church of Scotland gathering in
Livingstone at the end of the month. The retreat will
be a great opportunity for us to have some time out
and get together with our expatriate colleagues (and
special guest stars from Scotland) for a few days of
fellowship and revitalisation. We are looking
forward to subjecting a fresh, captive audience to
our large collection of board games every evening.Livingstone (right next to Victoria falls) is about

13 hours drive from here and we will be
travelling down over two days with our fellow
missionary Jenny Featherstone. Such travel has
become much easier and enjoyable for us since the
end of March, when the Methodist church
generously provided a vehicle for us. We have really
appreciated the extra mobility and opportunities that
it has given us. Wendy and the children are also
looking forward to a break from their lessons which
they have been working at steadily since the Easter
break.While the UCZ Synod still works on an

appropriate work visa for Wendy she has
continued to gain students wanting to learn piano,
violin or music theory. She is fully booked and is
having to consider dropping some of the less serious
students in favour of more dedicated ones. Wendy's
music teaching is seems to be a rare and sought after
skill in the Kitwe community. In March, Taliesin
and Talitha were undertaking musical adventures of
their own in the form of their grade 2 and 1 music
theory exams respectively. Both felt well prepared
and came away confident but the results are not yet
out. At the end of June, Taliesin and Julu will be

taking their practical examinations in recorder and
guitar, which they are working towards ably assisted
by their UK music teachers using Skype.Overall Julu appears to be doing well at his

international GCSEs in maths, chemistry,
English, physics, ICT and religious studies. He
started in January, rather than September, and has
been steadily catching up with his contemporaries.
He has been getting good grades and remarks from
his tutors but recently a few problems have emerged
with one or two of his courses. These are more to do
with communication and presentation than ability so
we have encouraged him to backtrack a little.
Kathleen has been showing some pleasing progress
with Reading Eggs, an online reading course that
she has been doing since the beginning of the year.
Her letter recognition is markedly improved. Wendy
has developed an interesting and stimulating routine
with her that she cheerfully undertakes most days.Since we last wrote, Talitha has made good

friends with some of our neighbours. They
spend most afternoons together talking, being
creative and playing imaginative games. We look
forward to a time when all of us have developed
similar local networks of good friends. Most
weekends we have been able to make use of the
Lechwe school swimming pool and teacher. This has
been a delightful opportunity to cool off, get fitter
and improve our swimming skills. Until mid
August, however, we will have to find an alternative
activity because swimming will be off due to the
“cold” season. Maybe we'll have to content
ourselves with vigorous trampolining.That's all we have space for now so, until next

time, its farewell from us, the three dogs and
the eight chickens.

The girls showing off our smart Isuzu.
Good driving Kathleen!

Some of the second and third years
during their exams.




